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ABSTRACT
Indie games often lack visibility as compared to top-selling games
due to their limited marketing budget and the fact that there are a
large number of indie games. Players of top-selling games usually
like certain types of games or certain game elements such as theme,
gameplay, storyline. Therefore, indie games could leverage their
shared game elements with top-selling games to get discovered. In
this paper, we propose an approach to improve the discoverability
of indie games by recommending similar indie games to gamers
of top-selling games. We �rst matched 2,830 itch.io indie games
to 326 top-selling Steam games. We then contacted the indie game
developers for evaluation feedback and suggestions. We found that
the majority of them (67.9%) who o�ered verbose responses show
positive support for our approach. We also analyzed the reasons for
bad recommendations and the suggestions by indie game developers
to lay out the important requirements for such a recommendation
system. The most important ones are: a standardized and extensive
tag and genre ontology system is needed to bridge the two platforms,
the expectations of players of top-selling games should be managed
to avoid disappointment, a player’s preferences should be integrated
when making recommendations, a standardized age restriction rule
is needed, and �nally, the recommendation tool should also show
indie games that are the least similar or less popular.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems! Recommender systems; • Applied
computing ! Computer games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Indie games are games that are developed by a single developer
or a small team who are independent of publishers [51]. With a
limited marketing budget and manpower, indie game developers
often face di�culty in getting their games known to gamers. To
make matters worse, popular indie game distribution platforms,
such as itch.io, may contain hundreds of thoudsands of games.
Therefore, the discoverability problem is extremely challenging
for indie game developers to solve. On the contrary, some of the
most popular games (which are often developed and published by
large game development studios) attract millions of players. These
games often have their own franchise where a predecessor’s success
contributes signi�cantly to its successor’s discoverability.

In this paper, we propose to improve the discoverability of indie
games from itch.io by leveraging their similarity to top-selling
games from the Steam platform. There have been only a few prior
studies on game discoverability. Past studies [47, 56] focus on game
recommendation approaches for Steam games, or a small number
of games from unspeci�ed or less popular game stores [5, 13, 41].
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the �rst study to explore
a cross-store approach to improve game discoverability that targets
the indie games on the itch.io platform and to investigate whether
indie game developers value such an approach.

In particular, we recommend indie games in which gamers are
likely to be interested based on their preferred top-selling Steam
game. The rationale is that players tend to like related games [42].
First, we matched 2,830 indie games with 326 top-selling games
based on their similarity in tags, genres, and game descriptions.
Then, we conducted a user study with 195 indie game developers
to evaluate our matching results and elicit feedback and sugges-
tions. We showed them a list of similar Steam games for which their
indie games would be recommended so that we could collect all
evaluations for each itch.io game. It is important to note that the
eventual implementation of our approach should show the reverse
direction: a list of similar itch.io games for each Steam game that
a player chooses. Finally, we studied their responses to identify
the most important requirements of our proposed indie game rec-
ommendation system. To �nd out the precision of our approach,
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we conducted a preliminary study of the following Preliminary
Question (PQ):

PQ. How precise is our recommendation approach?
Motivation: We calculated several similarity scores where we
assigned di�erent weights to the similarity in tags, genres, and
description keywords. We evaluated the �nal average precision
based on the upvoted recommendations by the developers to
understand which similarity component of the algorithm should
be more heavily weighted.
Findings: We found that a more heavily weighted tag similarity
in the overall score would give a slightly better average precision
at the top �ve recommendations. However, the performance of
our recommendation approach is still low. We also collected a
ground truth dataset of 2,604 recommendations from the evalua-
tions in our user study.
Then, we answer the following main Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1. How do indie developers feel about improving the

discoverability of their games through our approach?
Motivation: We presented our approach to indie game develop-
ers from itch.io and asked for their overall thoughts. The goal
is to �nd out the main challenges to such an approach to indie
game recommendation.
Findings: The majority (67.9%) of the developers support our
approach while 29.6% show a neutral sentiment. The remaining
2.5% do not support our idea. We extracted two reasons from
their responses. First, the developers said that indie games are too
unique to be matched by similarity. Second, players of top-selling
games might be disappointed when playing indie games.
RQ2. What are the requirements of a future version of an

indie game recommendation system?
Motivation: We qualitatively studied the feedback on down-
voted recommendations to understandwhat are themain reasons
for the downvotes. Additionally, we analyzed the suggestions
given by indie game developers. Our goal is to lay out the re-
quirements for future studies on the development of indie game
recommendation systems.
Findings: We consolidated 10 requirements for future studies on
indie game recommendation. Most importantly, a standardized
and extensive tag and genre ontology system and age restriction
rule are needed. Second, a gamer’s expectations should be man-
aged when recommending indie games that are more narrow in
scope. Third, a gamer’s preferences should be integrated when
recommending similar indie games. Finally, the recommender
should also recommend the indie games that are the least similar
to showcase their uniqueness and less popular indie games.
The �ndings from our study are useful for future studies on

indie game discoverability and the development of indie game
recommendation systems. The most important contributions of our
study are:

(1) A user study with 195 indie game developers that shows the
positive support for our approach from the majority of the
surveyed developers.

(2) A set of important requirements for indie game recommen-
dation systems.

(3) A labelled dataset that shows the developer-perceived rel-
evance of recommendations of itch.io indie games and
top-selling Steam games [3].

Table 1: Number of games available on di�erent distribution
platforms (as of July 5th, 2020)

Type Platform # of games

Platforms with
many AAA
games

Steam 79,007
Green Man Gaming 7,189
GamersGate 6,374
GOG.com 3,992
Direct2Drive 2,454
Epic Games 362

Platforms with
almost no AAA
games

Itch.io 264,179
Kongregate 128,664
Newgrounds 90,651
Game Jolt 18,278

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides background information and related work. Section 3 explains
our methodology. Section 4 presents a preliminary analysis on the
precision of our approach. Section 5 describes how indie game devel-
opers feel about our approach. Section 6 discusses the requirements
for future studies on such an approach. The threats to validity are
described in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 An overview of the Steam and itch.io

platforms
The Steam platform is a digital game distribution platform devel-
oped by Valve Corporation and currently has more than 79,000
games. It is considered one of the largest game distribution plat-
forms with a peak number of concurrent players of more than 20
million [2]. Table 1 shows the current number of games available on
Steam compared to several other game distribution platforms. The
games distributed on Steam are mostly AAA games. Although there
is no o�cial de�nition of AAA games, they are usually regarded
as games developed by major game development studios under a
large development and marketing budget [15]. These games often
hold a spot on Steam’s top-selling list [50].

On the other hand, itch.io focuses on small independent game
developers to help them distribute smaller-budgeted games. In
comparison to other indie game distribution platforms, itch.io is
the largest (see Table 1). Due to the low cost of publishing games,
itch.io is more suitable for small-scale independent developers.

2.2 Related work
Discoverability of games. The discoverability problem is faced
by both indie and non-indie games alike. Indie games usually get
discovered by being shared by their gamers or through word of
mouth. Some examples of this sharing mechanism are: asking
friends for help (Candy Crush Saga) [37], sharing game replay
snippets (Poly Bridge) [4], or sharing quirky game videos (Untitled
Goose Game) [17]. To the best of our knowledge, there have been
no prior published studies on how e�ective these sharing mecha-
nisms are in helping to increase the discoverability of indie games.
Steam Labs has conductedmany game discoverability experiments
but their implementation details are not available to the public and
they focus on games hosted on Steam itself. Ryan et al. proposed

store.steampowered.com
www.greenmangaming.com
www.gamersgate.com
www.gog.com
www.direct2drive.com
www.epicgames.com
www.itch.io
www.kongregate.com
www.newgrounds.com
www.gamejolt.com
https://store.steampowered.com/labs
https://store.steampowered.com/labs
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Figure 1: An overview of our methodology.

GameNet [43], GameSage [41], and GameSpace [40] which employ
latent semantic analysis to train on Wikipedia game entry texts to
build a game relatedness network of nearly 12,000 games to help
game designers discover related games to their own. The study
that is the closest to ours is one by Kholodylo and Strauss [22]. Its
authors interviewed �ve respondents to analyze the relevance of
recommender systems from the perspective of indie game develop-
ers. Our work di�ers from these prior studies in that we focus on
recommending similar indie games to players of top-selling games
on two game stores and we conducted a qualitative study on a much
larger number (195) of indie game developers. We also provide a
labelled dataset of 2,604 recommendations that shows the relevant
matching between several itch.io and Steam games.

Game recommendation systems. Many prior works on game
recommendation focus on in-game item recommendation ([6, 7,
11, 20, 31, 52]) or leverage the gamer pro�le to make recommen-
dations. Yang and Huang [56] employed text mining to extract
a gamer’s personality traits from their game reviews and social
messages to make a game recommendation based on the similarity
between their personality and the aggregated personality of all
game reviews. In the medical �eld, Catalá et al. [9] presented a
recommendation method that uses a user’s social network infor-
mation to create personalized, user-friendly games for the elderly
and disabled. Chow et al. [13] proposed an approach that leverages
content-based and user-based information for mobile game recom-
mendation and evaluated it on a local game mobile platform called
WePlay. Sifa et al. [47] built a game recommendation system that
employs an archetypal analysis approach to group similar gamers
to make recommendations based on their shared preferences and
tested on 500,000 users and more than 3,000 Steam games. Anwar
et al. [5] implemented a collaborative-�ltering (CF) game recom-
mender using game ratings of a community of gamers and those
of a particular gamer to recommend new games to that gamer.
Smith [49] patented a method that combines gamer’s pro�le infor-
mation (e.g., previous downloaded or purchased games, playing
pattern) and their friends’ preferences to recommend new games
to the gamer. Pérez-Marcos et al. [34] combined content-based and
CF techniques to build a hybrid game recommender that was eval-
uated on a dataset of 3,600 Steam games and 11,350 gamers. Their
approach showed an improvement over the baseline approach (a
modi�ed music recommender [33]). Cheuque et al. [12] proposed

three Steam game recommendation approaches that use factoriza-
tion machines, deep learning, and CF technique on game’s and
gamer’s features and achieved better recommendation results than
a baseline CF approach.

These prior studies focus on a single game store or in-game
item recommendation. Our work explores an indie game recom-
mendation approach that is based on the cross-store content-based
similarity between two distinct platforms (itch.io and Steam).

Mining game distribution platforms. Most of the prior work
on mining game distribution platforms focused on Steam. Lin et
al. conducted empirical studies of several aspects of the Steam
platform [26–29]. For example, they showed that positive game
reviews (not just negative reviews) also contain useful feedback and
developers should invest in the �rst few hours of the game, games
that release frequently tend to have a higher proportion of urgent
updates, developers should take advantage of the early access model
to gather more positive reviews, and �nally, game bug videos can
be identi�ed with high precision using a random forest classi�er
buit using several video features such as keyword matches in video
description, tags, and title. Sifa et al. [48] studied the playtimes
of 6 million Steam gamers to detect several archetypes of gamers.
Blackburn et al. [8] studied cheaters on Steam Community and
revealed that the number of cheater friends correlates with the
likelihood of a gamer becoming a cheater. Another group of studies
mined game mod distribution platforms (e.g., Nexus Mods and
CurseForge) to study how games and their mods interact with
each other and yield insightful results for both game developers
and mod developers [16, 24, 25, 35]. Finally, Vu and Bezemer [53]
performed an empirical study on itch.io game jams and their
submissions and found that games with a better quality description,
multi-platform and multi-genre support are more likely to be high-
ranking. Our work is the �rst cross-store study that mines game
data from both itch.io and Steam.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this Section, we describe our experiment setup. Fig. 1 gives an
overview of our methodology.

3.1 Collecting game metadata
We developed customized web crawlers to retrieve game metadata
from itch.io and Steam, taking note of the crawling rules set
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Table 2: An overview of our game dataset.

Total # of itch.io games 228,052
Total # of studied itch.io games 2,830
Total # of top-selling Steam games 6,210
Total # of studied Steam games 326

by both sites in their respective robot.txt �le. Table 2 shows an
overview of our game dataset.

Collecting itch.io game metadata.We ran a crawler to re-
trieve a snapshot that includes the metadata of 228,052 games from
itch.io [21] on April 15th, 2020. We collected the game name, de-
veloper(s), language, description, tag(s), genre(s), number of ratings,
and URL.

Collecting Steam game metadata. We ran another crawler to
retrieve the metadata of top-selling Steam games [50] on April 9th,
2020. There were 6,210 games on this list. For each of those games,
we collected the game name, short description, long description,
tag(s), genre(s), and URL.

3.2 Filtering game dataset
Filtering the itch.io game dataset.We removed games that are
not in English based on their language metadata. We also removed
games with a description length of less than 150 characters (the
third quartile of the distribution of the description length). We
consider the remaining games to have enough descriptive text for
our text-similarity calculation. Finally, we removed games with
fewer than �ve ratings from players; we deem these games likely
to be toy or un�nished projects. Our �nal itch.io game dataset
has 2,830 games.

Filtering the Steam game dataset.Among the 6,210 top-selling
Steam games, we kept the top 500 games; we consider these as the
most popular games. We manually went through these games and
checked if they are a bundle or downloadable content (DLC). If the
game is a bundle of multiple games, we expanded the bundle into
its component games. If it is a DLC, we replaced it with its original
game. There are instances where both a game and its DLCs are in
the dataset; we removed the DLCs and kept the original game. We
ended up with 326 Steam games in our �nal dataset.

3.3 Preprocessing textual data
We preprocessed the itch.io game descriptions and Steam game
main descriptions to standardize them into a common input space
for our algorithms. In particular:

(1) We removed HTTP links because they may be unique for
each text and thus do not contribute to similarity.

(2) We used the RapidAutomatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE) [39]
technique to extract words that appear in candidate keyword
phrases, which can represent the content of the game de-
scription concisely. In this study, we used the rake-nltk
implementation and used the nltk corpus’s list of English
stopwords to remove words that provide little meaning to
the documents (e.g., “the”, “of”). The minimum length of
candidate keyword phrases was set to three. Therefore, the
algorithm would produce a list of words with a degree of at

Document fiction adventure

Doc 1: “fiction adventure” 1 1

Doc 2: “fiction adventure fiction” 2 1

Word count per documentfiction

adventure

2

1

1 2

Doc 2

Doc 1

𝜃
cos 𝜃 =

𝐷𝑜𝑐 1 ∙ 𝐷𝑜𝑐 2
𝐷𝑜𝑐 1 𝐷𝑜𝑐 2

=
ሻ1 ∗ 2 + (1 ∗ 1

12 + 12 22 + 12

= 0.95

Figure 2: Two simpli�ed documents are represented as vec-
tors of word count. Their cosine similarity score is the cosine
of the angle \ between the vectors.

least three (i.e, words that co-occur with at least three words,
including themselves, in all candidate keyword phrases).

(3) We used the Snowball stemmer [36] to reduce the extracted
words to their root form (e.g., “connected”, “connection”, and
“connecting” are reduced to “connect”).

3.4 Computing similarity scores
Computing component similarity scores. To assess the sim-
ilarity between two games, we computed their similarity in tag,
genre, and description. We used these metadata because (1) games
that share one or more tags are likely to share several similar game
elements described by the tags, (2) games in the same genre are
likely to have a similar gameplay, and (3) games that have similar
descriptions are likely to have similar storylines, themes, charac-
ters, etc. For each pair of itch.io and Steam game, we computed
their tag similarity score (denoted as C ), genre similarity score (6),
and description similarity score (3). To compute the score between
two textual inputs, we converted them into numerical vector repre-
sentations using the CountVectorizer [44]. Finally, we calculated
the pairwise cosine similarity score between any two games. The
cosine similarity value measures the cosine of the angle between
two document vectors: the smaller the angle, the greater its cosine
value, the more similar the two documents are. Fig. 2 shows how
to calculate the cosine similarity score between two sample text
documents.

Computing overall similarity scores.We combined the three
component scores into an overall similarity score. Since each com-
ponent may contribute di�erently to the similarity, we assigned a
weight for each score and added them linearly. Formally, we de�ne
the overall similarity score between an itch.io game and a Steam
game as:

B2>A4>E4A0;; = U ⇤ C + V ⇤ 6 + W ⇤ 3 (1)
where U , V , and W are the weights of the score components. To

investigate which component contributes to better similarity match-
ing between an itch.io game and a Steam game, we computed
three overall scores, each with a di�erent component score having
a weight of 0.5 and the other two component scores having an
equal weight of 0.25 (the sum of all three weights is 1). We denote
B2>A4>E4A0;;,C06 , B2>A4>E4A0;;,64=A4 , B2>A4>E4A0;;,34B2 as the overall
scores for the three scoring methods with the tag, genre, descrip-
tion having heavier weights respectively. Furthermore, we devised

https://pypi.org/project/rake-nltk
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Table 3: Component score weight of di�erent overall simi-
larity scores.

Overall score U V W

B2>A4>E4A0;;,C06 0.50 0.25 0.25
B2>A4>E4A0;;,64=A4 0.25 0.50 0.25
B2>A4>E4A0;;,34B2 0.25 0.25 0.50
B2>A4>E4A0;;,<8G NA NA NA

a fourth method where we put all game tags, genres, and descrip-
tion words together in a bag of words. We then computed a single
overall similarity score (denoted as B2>A4>E4A0;;,<8G ) between the
two games based on the similarity of their bags of words. Table 3
shows the component weights for each overall scoring method.

3.5 Getting indie game developer feedback
Extracting the unique set of Steam game matches. For each of
the 2,830 indie games, we extracted the top 5 Steam games with
the highest B2>A4>E4A0;;,C06 , B2>A4>E4A0;;,64=A4 , B2>A4>E4A0;;,34B2 , and
B2>A4>E4A0;;,<8G . Theoretically, there could be 20 Steam game that
are matched to each indie game. However, because there are over-
laps in the matches across the 4 overall scores, each indie game was
matched with at least 5 Steam games and at most 15. Fig. 3 shows
the distributions of the number of matched Steam games per indie
game: the majority are each matched with 10 Steam games.

Collecting developer feedback. To evaluate the matching be-
tween an itch.io game and a Steam game, we collected feedback
from the developers of the indie games in our dataset because they
best understand the content of their games. We built a website1 to
display a set of matching Steam games for each indie game. For each
Steam game, there is a short description and a link to its main page.
We showed the indie game developers the reverse direction of rec-
ommendations: for each developer, we showed them their itch.io
game and the unique set of similar Steam games for which their
game would be recommended. We did this to collect all evaluations
for each itch.io game. Note that the eventual implementation of
our approach should allow gamers to select their preferred Steam
game to get a list of recommended indie games. The order of the
matched Steam games was randomized when displayed to the devel-
opers to reduce the bias when evaluating the �rst fewmatches (with
higher scores) versus matches further down the list. For each match,
we asked the developers to give “thumbs-up” if they thought it is
similar to the selected indie game, and “thumbs-down” otherwise,
and elaborate on their choice. Finally, we asked them to provide
their thoughts on the idea of improving the discoverability of indie
games by providing suggestions to the players of top-selling games
about indie games that they may enjoy. A screenshot of an example
of the form to collect developer’s feedback is available online [3].

We obtained the contact details of the indie game developers from
their public itch.io pro�le page. These details include Twitter
handles, email addresses, Facebook pages, and Discord servers. We
managed to contact 1,526 developers and received 195 responses
which equals to a response rate of 12.8%. These responses include
evaluations of 2,604 Steam game matches of 262 itch.io games.

1http://www.recommendindie.games (see sample screenshot in [3])
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Figure 3: The distribution of the number of matched Steam
games per itch.io game.

4 PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE PRECISION
OF OUR RECOMMENDATION APPROACH

Motivation: We studied the contributions of tags, genres, and de-
scription similarity toward good recommendations to understand
which component should be more heavily weighted in the overall
similarity score calculation. The �ndings are useful for our subse-
quent qualitative analysis.

Approach: Evaluating the precision. We received 682 upvoted
recommendations. We used the Average Precision at n (�%@=) [23]
metric to evaluate the precision. The �%@= measures the number
of relevant recommendations (upvotes) in the top = recommended
items while also taking into account their positions in the ranked
list. We used the following variant of the formula:

�%@= =
1
=

=’
:=1

(%@: if :C⌘ item is relevant) (2)

where %@: = A
: (: is the number of recommendations, A is the

number of upvotes within the �rst : recommendations). Since we
extracted the top �ve most similar games, we calculated �%@5 for
each scoring method. If there is one upvote out of �ve Steam games
for an itch.io game, the �%@5 is 0.46 if the upvote is for the �rst
game in the list, and 0.04 if it is the last.

Additionally, to understand whether there is a signi�cant di�er-
ence between the �%@5 values of di�erent similarity scores, we
statistically compared the distribution of the �%@5 values using
the one-sided Mann-Whitney U test [54]. The test has the null hy-
pothesis that one distribution is not greater than the other. If the
test returns a p-value that is less than 0.05, we conclude that one
distribution is statistically larger than the other and reject the null
hypothesis. To understand the magnitude of the di�erence, we used
Cli�’s delta d [30], with the thresholds suggested by Romano et
al. [38]: negligible if |d|  0.147; small if 0.147 < |d|  0.33; medium
if 0.33 < |d|  0.474; and large if 0.474 < |d|  1.

Results: Tag similarity contributes the most to relevant rec-
ommendations. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of the�%@5 values
of the four scoring methods. The recommendation method in which
tag similarity is weighted heavier (B2>A4>E4A0;;,C06) has the highest
median �%@5 at 0.17. The Mann-Whitney U test shows that this
scoring method has a statistically signi�cantly larger �%@5 (both
p-values are 0.03) than the genre-heavy-weight (B2>A4>E4A0;;,64=A4 )
and the description-heavy-weight (B2>A4>E4A0;;,34B2 ) method. How-
ever, the e�ect sizes for both comparisons are negligible (0.09). The
median �%@5 for the latter two methods are both 0.1. Comparing
between the tag-heavy-weight scoring method and the bag-of-word

http://www.recommendindie.games
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Figure 4: The distribution of the �%@5 values of the four
similarity scoring methods.

scoring method (B2>A4>E4A0;;,<8G ), there is no statistically signi�-
cant di�erence between their�%@5 values (p-value > 0.05). Finally,
the bag-of-word scoring method also has a statistically signi�cantly
higher �%@5 than the genre-heavy- and the description-heavy-
weight method, though with a negligible e�ect size.

All of the median�%@5 values remain low. However, since many
indie games strive to be unique (as later found in Section 6), they
might not have any relevant top-selling game matches (in our list,
or at all). This is, therefore, an extremely di�cult recommendation
problem and a high average precision is hard to achieve. Addi-
tionally, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no pre-de�ned
ground truth of relevant matchings between indie games from
itch.io and top-selling Steam games. Therefore, we strived to es-
tablish an initial labelled dataset for future research in indie game
discoverability and recommendation (publicly available at [3]).

Summary: Tag similarity contributes the most to relevant rec-
ommendations between an itch.io game and a Steam game.
Further studies are required to optimize the weights assigned
to the component similarity scores.

5 HOW DO INDIE DEVELOPERS FEEL ABOUT
OUR RECOMMENDATION APPROACH?

Motivation: Indie games tend to lack visibility due to a low market-
ing budget. Therefore, we presented our recommendation approach
to help increase their visibility. First and foremost it is important
to understand whether indie game developers support this idea, as
there may be considerations that we overlooked. Hence, �rst we
studied whether indie game developers would support the recom-
mendation approach.

Approach: Open coding the developer’s sentiment in their
overall feedback responses. To understand developers’ sentiment
about our approach, we studied the overall feedback provided by
the indie game developers. We were able to extract 159 non-empty
responses to the sentiment question. Next, independently, the �rst
and the second author manually read through these responses and
categorized the sentiment of the developers into three categories:
“Positive” (the developer supports the idea), “Negative” (the devel-
oper does not think it is a good idea), and “Neutral” (the developer’s
response does not show how they feel about the idea). Then the
authors compared the results and found that both agreed in the
categorization of 133 responses (83.6%). There are 23 cases where
one author categorized the response as “Neutral” and the other
author put “Positive” or “Negative”, the reason for which is that
some responses are not obviously positive or negative, making it

di�cult to categorize them. There are only three responses where
both authors categorized the opposite. The disagreements were
resolved through discussion until a consensus was reached.

Results: 67.9% of the indie game developers that o�ered ver-
bose responses support our idea of an indie game recommen-
dation approach. The majority (108 out of 159) of the responses
indicated that the developers think it is a good idea to help increase
the discoverability of indie games based on their similarity with
top-selling Steam games. In 47 responses (29.6%), developers did
not show their support nor rejection of the idea. For example, one
wrote “Could work for some indie games, but based on the above
recommendations a lot of smaller weirder indie games (which make
up a fair percentage of the total) are completely their own thing and
have little similarity to most AAA games.” Many developers gave
suggestions on how to improve the recommendation algorithm. We
discuss the suggestions in-depth in Section 6.

2.5% of the developers do not support our approach for
indie game recommendation, due to gamer expectation man-
agement or a niche market. Four developers (2.5%) have a nega-
tive feeling about our approach. We manually read through them
and extracted the following reasons:

• Gamer expectation management: the developers mentioned
that players of top-selling games usually have high expec-
tations in terms of the level of polish, which is di�cult to
achieve for small indie game development teams. Indie games
tend to be small and short therefore gamers may feel un-
derwhelmed and not enjoyable. Prior work by Chambers et
al. [10] showed that gamers are di�cult to please: they have
speci�c gameplay preferences.

• Niche market: the developers wrote that indie games strive to
be di�erent from other games and should not be considered
as similar to top-selling games.

Although these are valid reasons, we felt that future iterations
of our approach could leverage on gamers’ preferences, on top of
content similarity, when recommending indie games. As found in
Section 6, many developers made such a suggestion to improve our
indie game recommendation approach.

Summary: The majority (67.9%) of the developers that o�ered
verbose responses support our idea to improve the discover-
ability of indie games by recommending similar indie games
to top-selling Steam games’ players. 2.5% do not support such
an approach because the indie games might not meet the ex-
pectations of gamers or the indie games strive to be in a niche
market.

6 WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS OF A
FUTURE VERSION OF AN INDIE GAME
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM?

Motivation: We received thumbs-down on some recommendations
with the reasons given by the indie game developers. We studied
these reasons to understand the shortcomings of our approach.
Additionally, we analyzed the suggestions given by the developers
to understand the potential improvement points to achieve higher
quality recommendations. The �ndings will be useful for future
developers and researchers of indie game recommendation systems.
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1 . I npu t s = A l l f e edback re sponses , a l i s t o f c a t e g o r i e s
o f r eason ( i n t i a l l y an empty l i s t )

2 . For each feedback r e sponse :
− Read the r e sponse manual ly f o r t h i s match
− I f the reason r a i s e d in the r e sponse matches

e x i s t i n g ca t ego ry ( − i e s ) :
L abe l the r e sponse with tha t / those c a t ego ry ( − i e s )

− E l s e :
Add a new ca t ego ry to the ca t ego ry l i s t
R e s t a r t the p r o c e s s with the new ca t ego ry l i s t

3 . Outputs = A l l f e edback r e spon s e s l a b e l l e d with
c a t e g o r i e s and a l i s t o f c a t e g o r i e s o f r eason

Listing 1: The categorization process.

Approach: Open coding the feedback on downvoted recom-
mendations.We received 1,959 downvoted recommendations, of
which 873 were accompanied by the developer’s reason for down-
voting. To have an overall understanding of the reasons for the bad
matches, we extracted a random statistically-representative sample
of 87, which has a 95% con�dence level and 10% con�dence interval.
We manually categorized the reasons by performing an iterative
process that is similar to Open Coding [45, 46]. Listing 1 shows the
details of this process. The �rst and second authors categorized the
reasons independently and then compared the results. To calculate
the agreement between the two authors, we used the following
method. First, for each category of reason, we calculated the agree-
ment rate by counting the number of matches (we consider a match
happens when both authors tag or do not tag the same category for
a reason) and dividing it by the sample size. Second, we took the
average of the agreement rates across all categories. The average
agreement rate is 92.3%, which shows a high agreement between
authors. Any disagreement was discussed to reach a consensus.
We extracted seven reasons for the bad recommendation matches
between itch.io indie games and top-selling Steam games. Table 4
shows these reasons and their description, an example response,
and the number of responses that were tagged. Since a response
can be tagged with multiple reasons, the sum of all counts is larger
than the sample size.

Open coding the developer’s suggestions in their overall
feedback responses.We used the same 159 extracted responses
as in Section 5. Following the same Open Coding approach, the �rst
and the second authors independently read and categorized the
suggestions raised in those responses. The average agreement rate
was 97.7% across the categories. Any discrepancy was discussed
until we reached a consensus. We extracted 17 categories of sug-
gestions from the responses. Table 5 shows the description of the
identi�ed suggestions, along with an example response.

Results: The remainder of this Section discusses the consolidated
requirements R1–R10 identi�ed from Table 4 and 5.

R1: A standardized and extensive tag and genre ontology
system. Table 5 shows that 34 developers (C1) suggested that indie
games and top-selling games should be matched on speci�c similar
elements. These elements range from gameplay (e.g., “resource man-
agement”, “platformer”) to theme (e.g., “nature related”) to graphics
(e.g., “art style”). We observed that gameplay mismatch, and look
and feel mismatch are the second and third dominant reasons for

Table 4: Identi�ed reasons for bad recommendation matches.

Category Description (D) - Example (E) Count

Genre D: The genres of the games are di�erent. 41
mismatch E: “While the content is horror related, the genres are

wildly di�erent.”
Gameplay
mismatch

D: There are di�erences in the speci�c way that the
games are played.

32

E: “Not a signi�cantly bad match, I would just not
connect the two games as their play styles are so
di�erent”

Look and feel
mismatch

D: The games are di�erent in graphics, theme, or
overall mood.

22

E: “does not have zombies, or dark themes”
Target audience
mismatch

D: The intended target audiences of both games are
di�erent.

6

E: “It seems to be targeted at di�erent audience”
Scope mismatch D: The duration of time required to play and the

content size of the games are di�erent.
3

E: “Dash Connect is a short casual game, while this is
an open world exploration game”

Single-/multi-
player mismatch

D: One game supports singleplayer or multiplayer
and the other does not.

3

E: “We do not have multiplayer implemented yet”
Not similar at
all/Others

D: Developers said that the games are entirely
di�erent, or did not give a speci�c reason.

21

E: “Not similar at all”

downvoted recommendations. Table 4 shows that 32 (36.8%) rea-
sons for downvoting are categorized as gameplay mismatch. The
feedback on these downvoted recommendations is largely about
the di�erence in playstyle between the games. In an example match
between the You Are Undead game from itch.io and the
Biped game from Steam, the response indicated that “The ac-

tion/puzzle description kinda �ts YAU’s design, but Biped emphasizes
the co-op, ‘couch play’ feature. I think it wouldn’t be a good recomen-
dation. But well, it’s a good guess.” In the “look and feel mismatch”
category, we categorized 22 responses (25.3%) (see Table 4). These
responses mention words such as mood, theme, atmosphere, tone,
and vibe. An example is the match between the Tiler game
and the Warhammer 40,000: Mechanicus game, developers
said that both games are strategy games but the latter one has a
much heavier theme and tone while the former is simpler with �at
colors. Since game tags re�ect the primary game elements, having
a relevant set of assigned tags that would, therefore, help improve
the recommendation quality.

In addition, game genre terminology should bemore �ne-grained,
extensively de�ned, and standardized between itch.io and Steam
to augment the recommendation performance, as suggested by
12 developers (C4). For example, a developer suggested that their
simulation game should be matched with “management simulation”
games. However, both itch.io and Steam games in our dataset do
not have this genre, but a common “simulation” genre. Another
suggestion is to split the “Adventure” genre further into sub-genres
such as “Action RPG”, “Adventure RPG”, “Turn-based RPG”.

We observed that among the reasons for downvoting a recom-
mendation, genre mismatch is the most prevalent reason. Table 4
shows that 41 (47.1%) responses are categorized with “Mismatched
genre”. We investigated these 41 responses further to see the distri-
bution of genres. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of game genres of the
itch.io games whose matched Steam game received downvotes

https://fabioecco.itch.io/yau
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071870/Biped
https://sciman101.itch.io/tiler
https://store.steampowered.com/app/673880/Warhammer_40000_Mechanicus
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Table 5: Identi�ed suggestions for our recommendation approach.

Category Description (D) - Example (E) Count

C1 D: The games should be matched on other similar elements such as content, theme, aesthetics. 33
E: “[...] the algorithm could also discover games which have a similar tone or aesthetic to the AAA games. For example, players who like Animal
Crossing also like Stardew Valley. Even if the gameplay isn’t necessarily similar, both games evoke a similar lighthearted, cozy feeling that
scratches a similar itch.”

C2 D: Developers suggest speci�c Steam game examples to be recommended. 29
E: “Staxel, Eco are quite similar.”

C3 D: The indie game is too unique or caters to a niche target audience. 27
E: “A great idea, though Leximan is quite unique and the only thing I would �nd it comparable to is Undertale - which did not appear on the
list.”

C4 D: More �ne-grained genres or more weight to certain genres are needed. 12
E: “[...] I would look into separating RPGs further, between Action RPGs, Adventure RPGs, Turn-based RPGs, etc [...]”

C5 D: The gamer’s expectation should be raised right when it comes to indie games due to their usually smaller scope than that of top-selling
games.

10

E: “[...] I think one issue in comparing small games on itch to AAA titles on steam is that the scope of games is often so di�erent that players
used to AAA scope may be disappointed in the scope of small independent games [...]”

C6 D: Indie games should only be matched with other indie games. 7
E: “[...] Our game is perhaps not the best to try to �nd a match for - all similar games we know of are indie [...]”

C7 D: Developers suggest we improve our study setup such as having a similarity scale instead of just thumbs-up vs thumbs down, contacting
via email instead of Twitter.

4

E: “[...] I found the thumbs up/thumbs down system a bit too restrictive, as sometimes I found myself wanting to rate something inbetween. I
wish I had four options, like "similar" "slightly similar" "not very relevant" "non-relevant" [...]”

C8 D: Developers raised a concern that some matched games are not AAA although our goal is to match with top-selling games. 4
E: “some of these games are not AAA games”

C9 D: Developers suggested a more extensive way to query for game recommendations. 3
E: “[...] I also think it would be nice to have system that can translate description supplied by players in a natural language to queries that can
�lter games by features more elaborate than tags such as game mechanics, art style, etc. It could rely to gameplay videos (or trailers) to collect
the needed information to index games. I usually �nd myself having a hard time searching for games that �t my desires even using the usual
tag systems or text queries [...]”

C10 D: This recommendation approach should be tied to an existing site and made available to the public. 3
E: “[...] The idea as a whole is phenomenal. Especially if used in either of the platforms (itch or steam) [...]”

C11 D: The “similarity” terminology should be avoided. Games should be recommended based on what the gamers might like. 3
E: “[...] The idea of improving discoverability sounds like a good one, but I think it shouldn’t necessarily be correlated to big blockbuster games.
It would be a bit more fair to suggest something "that the player doesn’t know yet if they might like".”

C12 D: Developers will improve the description, tag(s), and genre(s) of their indie games to help improve recommendation matching. 1
E: “[...] The issue is, many developers, including me at the time of release, try to somewhat "game" the tag system by really expanding what the
"action" tag means, for example. This will properly cause issues for your fantastic site and so, I will updating the tags of my future games to
re�ect honestly on my games.”

C13 D: Not-Safe-For-Work (NSFW) games should not be matched with SFW games. 1
E: “[...] dont associate a sfw game with a nsfw one [...]”

C14 D: Our recommendation should be compared to Steam recommendation. 1
E: “[...] Perhaps interesting to compare the Steam recommendations to yours.”

C15 D: There should be a limit range of popularity so that less popular games can get discovered. 1
E: “[...] If you want people to discover indie games, it would be better if games could only link to games within a certain range of popularity or
lower than them. That would prevent users funneling upward to the biggest games, which they would probably already know about.”

C16 D: Besides showing similar games, games that are entirely di�erent should be highlighted as well. 1
E: “[...] it would be great if you could display also the opposite results, i.e. the indie games that do not match AAA games, those which shine for
originality and creativity.”

C17 D: Developers gave no suggestion in their feedback responses. 63
E: “A great goal. Indie games deserve more love!”

due to genre mismatch (note that a game can have multiple gen-
res). The “Visual Novel” genre of the itch.io games received the
largest number of downvoted Steam game matches due to genre
mismatch. This could be because itch.io has a “Visual Novel”
genre and no “Visual Novel” tag while Steam has the opposite: it
has the genre but not the tag. A further check of our dataset shows
that 464 (16.4%) of the studied itch.io games have the “Visual
Novel” genre while only 6 (1.8%) of the studied top-selling Steam
games have the “Visual Novel” tag.

The above example shows there is an inconsistency between the
tags and genres used by itch.io and by Steam. In another example,

one developer said that “[...] these results were quite o�, missing two
of the main genres of the game like roguelike and deckbuilding, for
this case [...]”. “Roguelike” is a sub-genre of role-playing game and
“Deckbuilding” is a sub-genre of card game or board game. We
inspected our dataset and found that both itch.io and Steam do
not have the “Roguelike” or “Deckbuilding” genre. Additionally,
itch.io has “Roguelike”, “Rogue-like”, “Deck building”, “Deck-
builder” tags while Steam has “Roguelike” and “Deckbuilding” tags.
Therefore, future studies should explore a more extensive tag and
genre ontology system that describes the games more thoroughly
and can bridge the two game stores through mapping.
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Figure 5: The distribution of game genres among those that
were downvoted due to genre mismatch.

Finally, there should be veri�cation of tags assigned to a game to
prevent developers from adding irrelevant tags (similar to “keyword
stu�ng” [1]). This is because one developer (C12) admitted that
many developers “game” the tag system by adding irrelevant tags
to their games which would impact the similarity matching.

R2: Manage a gamer’s expectations. Table 5 shows that 10
developers (C5) suggested gamer’s expectations should be managed
appropriately so that they will not feel disappointed when they
come to play an indie game after playing a top-selling AAA game.
We also observed that 27 developers (C3) think that indie games are
too di�erent from games in the top-selling Steam list. For example,
one developer wrote that “[...] Your software has the capacity to work
well for indie games which are roughly analogous to AAA genres (e.g.
indie �ghting games to AAA �ghting games, indie puzzle games to
AAA puzzle games), but the independent sphere has a large number
of games which simply do not �t in the AAA genre paradigm [...]”.
Additionally, seven developers (C6) suggested that indie games
should only be matched with other indie games (e.g., “The only
similar experiences I’ve seen were coming from the indie circles [...]” ).
Four developers (C8) said that some of the matched Steam games
are not AAA games, although this could be because 132 of the 326
top-selling games in our dataset have the “indie” genre assigned. S

These suggestions are consistent with the �nding in Section 5
that a small number (2.5%) of indie game developers do not support
our approach because of the scope di�erence between indie games
and top-selling games. However, Table 4 shows only three reasons
for downvoted matches are due to the di�erence in scope or length
of the games. This is interesting because although indie games
are usually smaller in scope than a top-selling title [32] due to a
limited budget, the gap between them is not the main reason for
downvoted recommendations, which underlines the feasibility of
our idea. Therefore, future indie game recommendation systems
should manage gamer’s expectations well, e.g., by showing the
recommended indie game’s scope and length to gamers.

R3: Integrate a gamer’s preferences when recommending
similar indie games. Three developers (C11) suggested we should
not use the “similarity” terminology but rather recommend games
that gamers might like regardless of similarity. For example, one
developer gave an example that gamers might like both Horizon
Zero Dawn and Stardew Valley despite both games having
little similarity. This requirement supports the previous �nding that
it is di�cult to match indie games with top-selling games based on

similarity alone and thus, the gamer’s historical preference should
be leveraged for the game recommendation. We discuss several
prior works in Section 2 that used gamer’s information for game
recommendation [5, 12, 13, 34, 47, 49, 56]. However, these studies
used gamer’s data and make game recommendations within the
same platform (Steam). Additionally, it is also worth noting that
data pertaining to what gamers have added to their favorite list
are restricted by itch.io and Steam themselves due to privacy
concerns. Past studies [27, 29] used historical game owner data from
Steam Spy [18]. However, the fact that a gamer owns a game does
not necessarily mean they like that game. Also, recommendation
approaches that rely solely on gamer preference would face the
cold-start problem: new users without any preference would not be
able to receive any recommendation [19]. Therefore, future studies
should explore other ways to collect preference data of gamers who
play games from both itch.io and Steam platforms and combine
with our similarity content-based matching approach to provide
higher quality and personalized recommendations.

R4: Implement standardized age-based restriction on ex-
plicit contents. One developer (C13) suggested �ltering for adult-
content games from matches to a general-audience game. Both
itch.io and Steam have a “NSFW” (Not-Safe-For-Work) tag for
adult-content games. Therefore, an additional check is needed to
verify the gamer’s age before recommending games tagged with
“NSFW”. Additionally, while Steam has a standard age rating (i.e.,
ESRB), itch.io does not [14]. Because the list of tags for adult- and
graphic-content can be non-exhaustive (e.g., tags such as “Gore” de-
note graphic violent content), there is a need to compose a common
and comprehensive list of tags for such purpose.

R5: Allow developers to add recommendations. In Table 5,
29 developers (C2) wrote down the speci�c Steam games they think
should be recommended for their indie games. For example, devel-
opers of the Hardware Tycoon game recommended the Game
Dev Tycoon game due to similar gameplay and theme. It should be
noted that in our study, we used a dataset of 326 top-selling Steam
games. At the time of our data collection, the games mentioned by
the developers were not on the top-selling list. However, our goal
in this paper is to show that our indie game recommendation ap-
proach can be done automatically and that it receives the majority
of positive feedback. Therefore, future indie game recommendation
studies should allow developers to manually add games they feel
relevant to the recommendation lists (i.e., by showing a separate
sta�-pick list) or use a larger Steam game dataset.

R6: Allow gamers to input a description of the types of
games they want to be recommended. Three developers (C9)
suggested that a more �exible way to query for games should
be implemented. For example, gamers should be able to give a
requirement in text form, and games that match it would be rec-
ommended. Prior research by Ryan et al. [41] allows game-design
students to search for related games by textual description of an
idea. Other prior studies investigated several approaches to search
for relevant in-game moments using natural language queries [57]
or visual queries [58]. These techniques could be adapted to work
on gamer-supplied descriptions to identify the required matched
game elements in the indie games they might like.

R7: Integrate the approach into an existing popular game
distribution platform. Three developers (C10) suggested that our

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1151640/Horizon_Zero_Dawn_Complete_Edition
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1151640/Horizon_Zero_Dawn_Complete_Edition
https://store.steampowered.com/app/413150/Stardew_Valley
https://haxor1337.itch.io/hardware-tycoon
https://store.steampowered.com/app/239820/Game_Dev_Tycoon
https://store.steampowered.com/app/239820/Game_Dev_Tycoon
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approach should be integrated into an existing site such as itch.io
or Steam to attract a large audience.

R8: Also recommend the indie games that are the least
similar to showcase their uniqueness. One developer (C16)
suggested that the recommendation tool should also showcase indie
games that do not match any top-selling games. As we discussed
earlier, many developers mentioned the uniqueness of indie games,
making these games di�cult to be matched. Highlighting such
unique games would still allow these games to bene�t from the
approach in this paper. One approach is to gather the itch.io
games that are the least similar to all other Steam games and display
them as a separate list.

R9: Limit the range of the recommended indie games’ pop-
ularity. One developer (C15) suggested that the tool should not
always recommend highly popular indie games to prevent gamers
from being always drawn towards more popular games (similar
to a suggestion found by Kholodylo and Strauss [22]). Therefore,
future indie game recommendation tools could use metrics such
as a game’s rating or the number of ratings as an indicator of its
popularity to make recommendations accordingly.

R10: Improve the data collection setup of the study and
compare the results with Steam’s recommendation. Four de-
velopers (C7) suggested improving the setup for our study. In par-
ticular, they suggested the rating of recommendation should be on
the scale of 1 to 10 instead of just thumbs-up and thumbs-down
so that di�erent degrees of similarity can be recorded. Another
suggestion is that they prefer to be contacted via email instead of
other social media means. However, the majority of itch.io indie
game developers in our dataset do not provide public emails on
their page while most have Twitter accounts. Therefore, we chose
to contact them via Twitter when emails were not available. Fi-
nally, one developer (C14) suggested comparing our approach with
Steam recommendations, although this would be di�cult because
the majority of itch.io games are not on Steam.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity: Threats to internal validity relate to the bias of the
experimenter. We relied on manual e�ort to categorize developer re-
sponses. These tasks are di�cult to automate. Topic modeling tech-
niques such as the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) require a large
amount of data and rely on the use of similar game terminology
across all responses while developers tend to use di�erent terminol-
ogy in their responses. A similar software engineering study [55]
also analyzed survey responses manually. To mitigate this threat,
the two authors categorized the responses independently and com-
pared the results. We achieved a high level of average agreement
rate and any disagreement was resolved through discussion.

External validity: We only studied games from the itch.io and
Steam platforms. These two platforms are the largest of their kinds
by the number of games hosted (see Table 1). Therefore, the games
in our dataset should be representative of a large number of games
which helps us identify the core improvement points for our ap-
proach. Further studies could investigate how our recommendation
approach generalizes to other game distribution platforms.

Additionally, we evaluated the itch.io to Steam game matches
by asking the indie game developers to rate for their gameswhile the

target implementation of the recommendation system is the other
way around (i.e., allowing gamers to select their preferred Steam
game to get recommended a list of indie games). The indie game
developers may be biased about their own games. Future studies
should also collect feedback from players of the Steam games.

Construct validity:Weused open-ended questionswhenwe asked
for developer responses. Close-ended questions with a pre-de�ned
set of answers (e.g., a pre-de�ned set of reasons for bad recom-
mendation matches) could have made it easier to aggregate the
responses. However, close-ended questions are restrictive and do
not provide rich answers. Since our study is the �rst to explore cross-
store game recommendation, we felt that we needed substantial
feedback from the developers to improve our approach.

Another threat is that we used the thumbs-up vs thumbs-down
scale to measure whether a Steam game matches an itch.io game.
We used this binary scale for ease of calculating the precision met-
rics (which need a binary input) and for separating good and bad
recommendations. We found in Section 6 that a few developers
suggested we use a scale of 1–10 instead. Future studies should
explore using such a scale to evaluate recommendation approaches.

Finally, our recommendation results have fairly low average
precisions. However, the goal of our study is to obtain developers’
feedback on our approach and to lay out the requirements for such
a recommendation system, and collect an initial set of ground truth
of relevant recommendations. Therefore, we could not optimize the
recommendation results before contacting the developers.

8 CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed an approach to improve the discover-
ability of indie games on itch.io by recommending similar indie
games to players of top-selling Steam games. First, we showed that
our approach can be automated by calculating the similarity score
between an indie game and a top-selling game. Then, we collected
feedback from 195 indie game developers to help us evaluate our
approach. The most important �ndings of our study are:

• A majority (67.9%) of indie game developers that o�ered
verbose responses support our recommendation idea.

• It is feasible to automate the recommendation by cross-store
content-based similarity matching but further work is re-
quired to optimize the results.

• A labelled dataset showing the relevant matches between
itch.io indie games and top-selling Steam games [3].

We also lay out the 10 requirements for future iterations of our
approach. The most important ones are:

(1) An extensive standardized tag and genre ontology system.
(2) Manage a gamer’s expectations when recommending indie

games that are more narrow in scope.
(3) Integrate a gamer’s preferences.
(4) Implement standardized age-based restriction.
(5) Also recommend indie games that are the least similar to

showcase their uniqueness and less popular indie games.
Developers of indie game recommendation systems can use our

�ndings to improve the recommendation quality. Researchers in
indie game discoverability can use our �ndings to further extend
the research direction in this �eld.
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